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BSNL CHENNAI TELEPHONES   

 
Introduction of New PVs/STVs and Rationalisation of STVs 399 –  w.e.f 10.11.2019 

 

It is hereby conveyed that following PVs/STVs are introduced and STV 399 is rationalized w.e.f 
10.11.2019, in Chennai Telephones (including TN Circle) under GSM prepaid mobile services,  with the 
features and terms as detailed  below:- 
 

Introduction of new PVs/ STVs:- 

  
MRP (in Rs) 
 Incl. Of GST 

STV Features Validity in 

calendar days 

STV-97 

Unlimited Local/STD/roaming calls incl. Mumbai and Delhi. The customer using 
more than 250 minutes outgoing minutes (Local + STD +Outgoing roaming)(On 
net/Off net) as per unlimited recharge benefits) in a day will be charged at 
base plan tariff after consumption of 250 minutes for the rest of the day till 
midnight 0.00hrs + Unlimited Data  speed reduced to 80kbps after 2GB/day       
+ 100 SMS/day + Lokdhum content. 

18 

STV-998* 
Unlimited Data  speed reduced to 80kbps after 2GB/day  + PRBT for 2 months 
+ Lokdhum content. 

240 

PV-365 

Unlimited voice (Local/STD) (on-net/off-net) in Home LSA and national 
roaming  incl. Mumbai and Delhi. The customer using more than 250 minutes 
outgoing minutes (Local + STD +Outgoing roaming)(On net/Off net) as per 
unlimited recharge benefits) in a day will be charged at base plan tariff after 
consumption of 250 minutes for the rest of the day till midnight 0.00hrs             
+ Unlimited Data  speed reduced to 80kbps after 2GB/day  + free 100 SMS/day 
+ Lokdhum content (60 days) + PRBT (60 days). 

365 

PV997 

Unlimited voice (Local/STD) (on-net/off-net) in Home LSA and national 
roaming  incl. Mumbai and Delhi. The customer using more than 250 minutes 
outgoing minutes (Local + STD +Outgoing roaming)(On net/Off net) as per 
unlimited recharge benefits) in a day will be charged at base plan tariff after 
consumption of 250 minutes for the rest of the day till midnight 0.00hrs  + 
Unlimited Data  speed reduced to 80kbps after 3 GB/day  + free 100 SMS/day + 
Lokdhum content (180 days) + SonyLiv content (180 days)+ PRBT for 2 months 

180 

PV1999 

Unlimited voice (Local/STD) (on-net/off-net) in Home LSA and national 
roaming incl. Mumbai and Delhi. The customer using more than 250 minutes 
outgoing minutes (Local + STD +Outgoing roaming)(On net/Off net) as per 
unlimited recharge benefits) in a day will be charged at base plan tariff after 
consumption of 250 minutes for the rest of the day till midnight 0.00hrs  + 
Unlimited Data  speed reduced to 80kbps after 3GB/day  + free 100 SMS/day + 
Free PRBT with unlimited song change option+ Lokdhum content (365 days) + 
SonyLiv ( for 365 days). 

365 

           
* For STV-998 extra 60 days validity (total validity 300 days) with normal freebies is to be given till 
31.12.2019 as promotional offer.  However, the Lokdhum will be available for first 240 days only. 
For PV365/997/1999:-  All other tariff, terms and conditions for these plans are as per PV75. 
For PV-365 freebies validity is 60 days but plan validity as well as tariff validity is 365 days. 
 
For  PV-997 and PV 1999, the freebies validity is plan validity as well as tariff validity. 
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Rationalization of STV:- 
 

MRP (in Rs) 
 Incl. Of GST 

STV Features Validity in 

calendar days 

STV-399 

U/L voice  in Home LSA and national roaming  incl. Mumbai and Delhi The 
customer using more than 250 minutes outgoing minutes (Local + STD 
+Outgoing roaming)(On net/Off net) as per unlimited recharge benefits) in a 
day will be charged at base plan tariff after consumption of 250 minutes for 
the rest of the day till midnight 0.00hrs + Unlimited Data with  speed reduced 
to 80kbps after 1 GB/day  + free 100 SMS/day + Lokdhum content  + Free PRBT 
with unlimited song change option.  

80 

 


